Red cell osmotic fragility studies in hemoglobin C-beta thalassemia: osmotically resistant microspherocytes.
Typically certain features of red cell morphology predict the results of osmotic fragility testing. Microspherocytes generally have increased and target cells decreased fragility. Blood smears in homozygous hemoglobin C disease show an interesting admixture of microspherocytes and target cells. Yet osmotic fragility studies generally show only reduced fragility and no population of fragile cells to correspond with the spherocytes. The present study demonstrates that the red cells of patients with hemoglobin C-beta thalassemia share many characteristics with hemoglobin C red cells, including the decreased osmotic fragility of all cells despite the presence of both spherocytes and target cells. These paradoxically osmotically resistant spherocytes probably arise because of cellular dehydration due to a K-Cl transport system which may be activated by binding of hemoglobin C to the red cell membrane.